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1. Course title:
2. Code:
3. Cycle of study:
4. ECTS credits:
5. Type of course:
6. Prerequisites:
7. Class restrictions:
8. Duration / semester:
9. Weekly contact hours:
9.1. Lectures:
9.2. Seminars:
9.3. Laboratory/Practice classes:
10. Faculty:
11. Department/study program:
12. Lecturer:
13. Lecturer's e-mail:
14. Web site:
15. Course aims:
17. Course content:
16. Learning outcomes:
19. Assessment methods:
18. Learning methods:
24. Adopted in the Faculty/Academy session:
23. Applicable starting from the academic year:
22. Web sources:
21. Required reading list:
20. Assessment components:
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	ciljevi: The primary goal is to give students an understanding of the essential theoretical  principles of design process and by usage of modern design software tools to solve practical design process for common mechanical parts. 
	indikativni: Introduction, contents and objectives of course, roll and importance of design process, the  tasks and activitiesphases in design process, requests, constraints, conceptual designthe main criteria in design of mechanical partsloads, types and distributions, stresses, deformations, basicscritical state for static and dynamic loads, factor of safetycomplex state of stress, equivalent stress, shaft and axes dimensioningfatigue process, Weller and Smith's diagrams, load spectra, hypothesis of damage accumulationstechnological constraints in shape design for main technologiesfitted joints, basic principles of design
	ishodi: After successful completion of the course, student will be able to modeling practical design problems and to solve it by moder design software tools. 
	metode: Lectures, computer exercises, seminar presentations, consultations
	objasnjenje: Test of theory and practical test on computer. Seminar presentation can replace test of theory. The final mark is average between both tests. 
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